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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 02nd July 2020

R1 - NORTHAM | 12:34 | AUD $16,000 |  TABTOUCH - BETTER YOUR BET MDN

88 HOT TECHNIQUE
Sizzling lly from the mare Perfect Technique who is making debut. Among the placings at most
recent hit-out and bold showing expected.

66 FIRE GODDESS
Was safely held on debut when fth and beaten 2.75 lengths at Bunbury. Should be much
improved this time. Rates a leading contender.

55 LA CHIAVE
Was in the market on debut when a fair 4.25 lengths fourth over 4 5/8f at Narrogin but open to
good improvement. Solid debut and will strip even fitter.

11 ROMASKO
Looked a run short when a 3.5 lengths fourth at Kalgoorlie resuming last start. Should strip
much fitter and expected to do better this time.

44 MUST RUSH
Fitter for two runs from a spell and looks ready to show best after placing over 5 1/2f at this
track on June 18. Thereabouts latest. Could sneak a place.

R2 - WARWICK | 12:52 | AUD $17,000 |  WARWICK CREDIT UNION (BM58)

11 BOBBY AXELROD
Stepping out to this course for the rst time but rates well at this trip. Not far away last time. In
the mix again.

1010 MISS MAKEPEACE
Out of the placings last time when eighth over a longer 7f journey at Gatton. Rates well and looks
hard to beat.

66 PRINCELY SUM
Returns here after nishing seventh over 1 m at Toowoomba before a four months break. Rates
well with a solid winning fresh record and expected to run well.

44 MAC'S GAL
Settled back but kept coming to nish eighth over 6f at Ipswich. Rates strongly here and can
measure up here.

22 BESTERS
Is struggling to break through with six placings from six runs this time in, the latest placing as
favourite at Roma. Form sound and don’t underestimate.

R3 - NORTHAM | 13:12 | AUD $16,000 |  TABTOUCH MDN

33 JOYRIZE
Got a fair run last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well
treated and should take plenty from that run. Genuine chance.

99 AUTOMATIC
Resumed over 5 1/2f and missed the placings when a 3 length fourth at this track. Fitter again
and rates highly here.

44 VENETIAN JEWEL
Improved twice over to place third at this track last time out over 5f. Looks well placed and rates
highly off that run. Top chance.

22 EMERALD ROSE
Settled back but kept coming to nish fourth over 5f at Belmont Park. Should be at peak tness
now and among the leading chances.

1212 WINSALOT
Returned at long odds in a tough race but will nd this easier and tter for the run. Could sneak a
place on form.

R4 - WARWICK | 13:27 | AUD $17,000 |  HUTCHISON QUARRIES LTD (BM58)

11 MIDNIGHT MATINEE
Returned to the winners circle after a long while last time out at Dalby scoring by 2.5 lengths. Has
the ability to overcome the draw.

22 ABB ROY
Went down by a long neck to nish third at this track over 6f as favourite in latest outing. Will
receive a charmed run from this gate. Main contender.

77 QUEEN OF THE NIGHT
Just missed out when beaten half a length second at Kilcoy over 5 1/4f in most recent effort.
Nice draw. Will take beating.

66 WOOHOO GIRL
Should be ready to improve after two runs back, the latest when fth over 4 3/8f at Toowoomba.
Fitter again and rates among the better hopes.

44 SINGLE AGAIN Resumes today after scoring her maiden win four back in her debut campaign. Can contest.
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R5 - NORTHAM | 13:47 | AUD $16,000 |  TABTOUCH STREAM LIVE MDN

33 NEW AMSTERDAM
Performing well since debut placing two races from three starts and could lose maiden status
this start.

88 UNIVERSAL PLEASURE
Couldn't go on with it after leading early and nished just off the winner last start at Belmont
Park when in the market. Has two placings from 2 runs this prep, commands respect.

55 LORD AUGUSTUS
Son of Ekraar from the mare Lady Three Shoes making debut. Last trial won barrier trial at
Belmont Park over 5f 22-Jun-20. Rates strongly and should run well.

77 FANDAZZLE Good effort when fifth at Pinjarra over 6f last start. Looms as a top chance.

22 OUR INSIDER
Returns here after nishing seventh over 1m at Moonee Valley before a ve months break. Rates
well and from the nice draw is in the mix.

R6 - WARWICK | 14:04 | AUD $17,000 |  TAB (BM58)

66 THE HOOLIGAN
Six-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Solid run
latest and rates a strong winning hope again.

55 POINTSTOHAPPINESS
Out of the placings last time when ninth over a longer 6 3/4f journey at Ipswich. Can improve on
last start and gets chance here.

11 WAIT A MINUTE
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when sixth over 6f at Toowoomba. Rates well
and expected to go close.

33 COOK IT CHARLIE
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 6.5 lengths seventh over 6f at
Doomben. Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

22 ACCEPTILE
Is twice placed at this track from as many starts. Will face easier company in country class after

nishing mid eld last start in provincial grade when 5 at Toowoomba on Jun 5 over 5f. Not the
worst.

R7 - NORTHAM | 14:22 | AUD $16,000 |  TABTOUCH RACE REPLAYS MDN

11 ZIP ZAM ZOOM
Galloper rarely far from the money and can do much better than fth over 6f at Ascot before a
break. Trip suits and on honest fresh record should be right in the mix.

1010 FUSION
Resumes here after a ve months spell and a 4 5/8f Lark Hill barrier trial where she placed in a
barrier trial. Form last campaign was excellent and a forward showing is to be expected. Worth
some thought first up.

33 LET ME PASS
Resumed over 6 1/2f and missed the placings when a 4 length fth at this track. Fitter again and
rates highly here.

77 WINRO
Well in the market last time and in the lead division around the bend before fading to miss the
frame over 7 1/2f at Pinjarra. Rates strongly and expected to feature.

22 ICELANDER
Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 4.75 lengths fth at Belmont Park. Rates
well and expected to do much better with the run under his belt.

R8 - WARWICK | 14:42 | AUD $17,000 |  FRASERS LIVESTOCK TRANSPORT-C1

1111 RED MONKEY
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start second over 1
1/8m at Toowoomba. Racing well and expected to go close again.

22 I'M KATE
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing second over 7 1/2f at this track
last time. Form good for this and is expected to run well.

33 MILITARY KINGS
Found the line strongly last time over 6f at Ipswich nishing fth. Should be at top now and
among the leading chances.

11 LIVE MUSIC
Has not been far away in recent times and was a last start winner at this track. Racing in ne
fettle at present and should get a good run, looks a good chance to make it two in row.

1515 PRUNDA Just pipped a head at Kilcoy over 7 1/2f in latest outing. Winning chance.
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R9 - NORTHAM | 14:57 | AUD $16,000 |  TABTOUCH BETTER YOUR BET MDN

44 THEHUNTSMEN
Settled back from wide out but got home nicely into the placings over 1m at Pinjarra and
stretches out in journey here. Rates a leading contender again.

1212 SMART FASCINATOR
Drops in journey since last start at this track when third, nishing 4.5 lengths off the winner. Gets
a good jump from an inside barrier here and should be thereabouts at the finish.

1313 LOVE STRIKES
Battled last start to nish fth at Pinjarra on a soft track. Can forget last start getting a chance
here today.

22 PYRO
Made a strong run to nish fourth over 1m at Pinjarra and will relish the extra ground here. Rates
strongly here and capable of going close.

99 DAWN ENIGMA
Disappointing when nishing 14th at Pinjarra last start when rst-up from a spell. Drawn wide
here. Rates well and has ability to win second-up in this company.

R10 - NORTHAM | 15:32 | AUD $20,000 |  TABTOUCH-BETTER YOUR BET (C1)

66 PEARLS FROM HEAVEN
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start third over 1
5/16m at Belmont Park. Racing well and expected to go close again.

11 ARROWSWIFT
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at this track over 1 3/8m, and faces a rise in
class this start. Gets the chance to win again.

44 MIDNIGHT BLACK
Well held last start at Kalgoorlie and never looked like troubling the top few. Can forget last start
getting a chance here today.

22 ALBY'S PRIDE
Latest ran in eighth over 1m at Pinjarra, rarely winning with just one success from 12 starts.
Rates well and is among the chances.

55 AMERICAN SOUL
Kept coming last time over 1m at Pinjarra to nish fourth and will appreciate the extra ground
here. Should be at top now and rates an each way hope here.

R11 - NORTHAM | 16:10 | AUD $20,000 |  SUPPORTING THE INDUSTRY HCP-C3

44 THE SINGING TIGER
Dropping to provincial class track after a last start metropolitan win at Belmont Park over 6f.
Form looks good enough here. Top hope.

55 AMELIA BEDELIA
Went down by 0.7 lengths to nish third at Belmont Park over 5f in latest outing. Winning
chance.

1010 PERCEIVE
Has been racing on the pace at her two starts in. Ready to improve now and has won over this
distance. Will take beating.

11 DRINKWHATYOULIKE
Three-year-old lly who was a 5.5 lengths ninth over 6f at Bunbury. Suited here on strong record
at this course and rates a leading playing.

1212 ALEXIS OLYMPIA
Progressive and lightly raced mare. Last time recorded a half a length win over 5 1/2f at this
track. Rates highly in this and expected to go close.

R12 - NORTHAM | 16:45 | AUD $20,000 |  TABTOUCH GIDDY UP FORM HCP-C5

22 SPEEDY MISS
Four-year-old mare who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Has the
ability to be in the finish.

33 STORMY RULER
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing second over 7f at this track last
time. Form good for this and rates as a major player.

99 ME 'N' TAZ
Broke a drought when returning to winning form last start over 6 1/2f at this track. Con dence
back and looks one of the leading players.

1212 GOKU
Racing well below best this campaign, the latest when 2.5 lengths fourth over 5 1/2f at this track.
Looks well suited, definite claims.

11 PEARLS AND PRAWNS
Progressive and lightly raced mare. Last time recorded a 4.5 lengths seventh over 6f at Belmont
Park. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.


